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‘When you can't control what's happening, challenge yourself to control
how you respond to what's happening. That's where your power is.’ Unknown

Optimism:
Hopefulness and confidence
about the future or the success
of something.
From Latin phrase
optimum = best thing.
Oxford Dictionaries

Multiple studies investigated and proved that optimism has an enormous number of
benefits on one’s health; both physical and psychological.
Being optimistic helps improve the immune system, prevent chronic disease and cope
with unfortunate news.
Optimism also plays a role in the recovery from ill health.
People who tend to be optimistic and more mindful usually experience better sleeping
quality.
Optimists are able to recover from disappointments more quickly by attending to positive
outcomes to a greater extent than negative ones.
Positive thinkers are also more inclined to find a solution when faced with difficulties.
It is clear that optimism is a powerful tool in your collection to keep you healthy, cheerful
and alive.

Is glass-half-full way of thinking hardwired in us?

I read an article a couple of years ago about research that found biological evidence which proved there
are negative and positive people in the world. It sounded interesting. At least I found it interesting
because I have always believed that I have a choice of following a positive or a negative mindset.
A study performed in the Michigan State University, involving 71 women, found that some participants of
the survey struggled to put a positive spin on difficult situations which they had to observe. The
participants of the study had the opportunity to look at various photos and provide their opinion about a
potential outcome of a situation they saw in the picture.

As much as I find the results of this research interesting, I still like to think that I have a choice. Even
though some people might find it more difficult to view certain situations in a favourable light, adopting a
positive attitude is possible.
Of course, I am not saying we should convince ourselves that whatever happens in our lives is positive and
beneficial to us, but I still believe that being a glass-half-full person is in fact rewarding.
Let me share with you a couple of reasons why being positive is helpful:
Expecting negative results or that bad things will come your way will slow you down, or even worse will
keep you from taking steps, and you will deny yourself of the steps that might have helped you prevent or
reduce the adverse outcome you feared.

Is glass-half-full way of thinking hardwired in us?

Expecting positive things to happen is also helpful when it comes to closing the gap between
where you are now, even if you are struggling to see the light at the end of the tunnel, and
where your desired destination is. With the positive mindset, you will take the courage to step
outside your comfort zone and do something you found challenging before. It is undeniably an
excellent way to stretch yourself because it builds self-confidence in a specific field and
improves your overall self-esteem.
I often say that where a pessimist sees a problem, I find an opportunity. Have you seen anyone
solving a problem by complaining about it? I haven’t.
Problem-solving is a creative process, and while it is true that it requires us to think about the
problem itself, it also includes an analysis of the problem which then leads to solutions; given
we are dissatisfied with the current way of doing things.

Some would argue that willingness to solve a particular problem also depends on the level of
dissatisfaction and discomfort with the problem we are trying to solve, and I somewhat agree
with that opinion. But beyond the willingness, being able to reframe the situation and view it
from a different angle is as much important.
If you change the way you look at your situation, and the challenges in it, not only your view
will change but the problem itself. Your mind will suddenly shed light on a rich array of
opportunities to discover inner resources, ways to learn and grow.

People who get little
& poor-quality sleep,
tend to struggle
maintaining focus.

DID YOU KNOW
these benefits of
being positive?
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FEELING LESS STRESSED
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By staying positive,
you hold off stress
and worry, allowing
for better sleep.

IMPROVED IMMUNITY
In a study by Carnegie Mellon
researchers gave flu virus to
the participants.

Negative thinking and worrying
about the outcome of an event
may lead to anxiety.

The positive thinking party not only produced
less symptoms but had fewer persons get sick.

By being positive and confident you
experience less pressure.
Want to live a long life? Think positively!

People who tend to be optimistic reject fear easier
and take more action than negative-thinking people.

According to the Mayo Clinic
optimists have a 50% lower risk
of early death than pessimists.

LONGER LIFE

BETTER SLEEP

The more positively you
approach a task, the more
success you may anticipate.
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MORE SUCCESS
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Remind Yourself that you always have choices.
yourself: What choices do I have that I might be missing?

Simply ask

Imagine: What if the opposite were true? It may
change the way you think and feel about the situation.

Recall your success stories and positive experiences.
It can help shift a pessimistic mindset.

Answer the question: What is the worst thing that could
happen? Then ‘Can I survive that?’ You’ll see you can!

Accept your ‘glass half empty’ moments. Once you accept your
current situation it enables you to have different point of view.

Find the good in any situation. Practise finding the good in
everything. A difficult moment will be less worrying by raising positivity
toward it even by 1%.

Ask What You Can Learn from the current situation.
Focusing on a solution versus thinking about the problem will help you take
the next best step.

State things positively. Rewrite your negative thoughts like ‘I’ll never
be a leader because I haven’t been promoted yet.’

Be open to new thoughts and ideas.
blown by exploring alternative options.

A pessimistic view can be

Ask yourself if you could choose positivity every day. This
simple action will transform how you see the world.

Show Gratitude for the overtaken challenges. This will help
develop a positive mindset while recognizing difficulties faced.

Generate Value for yourself and others. Through random acts of
kindness you'll rewire your brain and teach your neurons to fire
‘optimistically’.
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